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ABSTRACT 
Boyle and Handelman have conjectured that whenever A is an n X n nonnega- 
tive matrix with rank A ~< r and Perron root )t 1, the inequality det(AI - tA) <~ 
A"-r(A r -  )t~) holds for all real numbers A satisfying A i> A 1. We introduce an 
analogous conjecture involving nonnegative central (class) functions on the permuta- 
tion group S,. The analogue of the rank condition in this context is a condition on the 
support of the nonabelian Fourier transform of the central function. We are able to 
establish that both conjectures are true in case 2r >>, n. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n × n nonnegative matrix with eigenvalues A1, A 2 . . . . .  A,, 
and A 1 its Perron root (A 1 = IAll >/I,~jl fo r j  = 2 . . . . .  n). Then the character- 
istic polynomial of A is 
Pa(A) = det (A I  - A)  = I~I (A - A,). 
i=1 
Motivated by the study of Markov chains, Keilson and Styan [13] have shown 
that 
PA(A) ~< A" - A~ VA >/ A 1. (1.1) 
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There are also independent proofs of this result by Vermes in [13, pp. 
457-458] and Ashley [2]. More recently, in connection with symbolic dynam- 
ics, Boyle and Handelman [4, p. 311] have asked if (1.1) can be improved in 
the case that rank A is known. Let A be an n x n nonnegative matrix with 
rank A ~< r. Let A l, A 2 . . . . . .  }ttn be an enumeration of the eigenvalues of A 
such that A i is the Perron root and Ar+ l, At+ 2 . . . . .  /~n all vanish. The 
specific question asked by Boyle and Handelman is whether 
T" 
r i ( /~  - ~t,) ~< ~r _ /~[ V/~ ~> /~1. (1 .2 )  
i=1 
We point out from the outset hat (1.2) is actually false in the case that 
r = 0, which forces A to be the zero matrix. We assume henceforth through- 
out this article that r is an integer with r >/ 1. In another extreme case, 
A i = 0, it is easy to see that (1.2) always holds. This is the case in which A is 
a nonnegative nilpotent matrix. 
The nonnegativity of the matrix A and the condition rank A ~< r are 
difficult to handle simultaneously. Nevertheless, ome results are already 
known, and one can envisage several possible approaches. 
Koltracht, Neumann, and Xiao [15, 16] have used the identities 
tr A k ~> 0 (k ~> 1) (1.3) 
to capture the nonnegativity of A. Restating (1.3) in terms of the eigenvalues, 
and using a clever application of Newton's identities, they were able to show 
that (1.2) holds in case r ~< 5. Unfortunately, their method does not seem to 
extend to larger values of r. They do establish a number of interesting related 
results. 
Another approach suggested by Styan [19] is that it may be possible to 
factor the matrix A as A =BC where B is an n ×r  matrix and C is a 
r x n matrix. If the r x r matrix CB were to have nonnegative entries, then 
one would have 
f i  ( i~ -- t~i) = PCB( ~) <~ ~r -- t~rl, 
i=1 
by applying (1.1) to CB. That it is in general impossible to factor A as 
A = BC so that B and C are both nonnegative while maintaining the shapes 
described above, seems to have been first observed by Thomas [21]. He also 
points out that such nonnegative rank factorizations are always possible in 
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the special cases r = 1 and r = 2. For further information on this theme, we 
refer the reader to Wall [22], Campbell and Poole [5], and the book of 
Berman and Plemmons [3]. The following counterexample rules out Styan's 
suggestion. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. The nonnegative 4 × 4 matrix 
1_ 1 0 0 
2 2 
1 1 0 ~ 0 ~ 
A= 1 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 
1 I 0 0 ~ -~ 
has rank A = 3 and PA(A) = A 4 -- 2A 3 + ~A 2 - ½A. There is no nonnegative 
1 3X3matr ixXwi thPx(A)= A 3 -2A z+ ~A 2. 
Indeed, a theorem of Weinberg [23, Theorem 3.2] states that if A is an 
n X n matrix with nonnegative off-diagonal entries, then the n - 2-order 
derivative PA ("- 2~ of its characteristic polynomial PA necessarily has real roots. 
We should like to thank the referee for drawing our attention to this article 
and for simplifying our original argument, which was based on a much earlier 
result of Dmitriev and Dynkin [6]. We are grateful to Professor S. J. Kirkland 
for drawing our attention to the article of Dmitriev and Dynkin. 
Before proceeding further, it is useful to restate the conjecture (1.2). 
PaorosmoN 1.1. Suppose that (1.2) holds for  all n x n stochastic 
matrices A with rank A <<. r. Then it holds for  all n x n nonnegative matrices 
A with rank A ~< r. 
We note that a square matrix is stochastic if and only if its entries are 
nonnegative and its row sums are all equal to 1. The Perron root A 1 of such a 
matrix is unity. Replacing A = t -1  we can further restate the conjecture as 
follows. 
BOYLE-HANDELMAN CONJECTURE. Let A be an n X n stochastic matrix 
with rank A <~ r. Then 
det ( I - tA )  <<. 1 -  t ~ (1.4) 
for  all real numbers t satisfying 0 <<. t <~ 1. 
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The advantage of this formulation is that the order n of the matrix A 
does not appear explicitly in the inequality. 
We next describe a plausible approach to the Boyle-Handelman conjec- 
ture that in fact fails. The key idea is to replace the rank condition by a new 
more stringent condition that is linear in nature. 
Let A be a stochastic matrix and let j be fixed. Then, using the fact that 
the j th row sum of A is 1, we may expand the j th row of I - tA by 
(I - tA)jk = (l~=lafl)6# -- tajk 
/=1  
where the 6 stands for Kronecker's delta. Letting now j vary and using the 
multilinear property of the determinant, we have 
det(I - tA) = E f i  aj~tj) det[I - te( tz)], (1.5) 
Ix~M.j =1 
where M n stands for the set of all mappings from the set {1 . . . . .  n} to itself 
and the matrix P (~)  is given by 
1 if /z( j)  =k ,  
~k(/x) = 0 otherwise, 
(1.6) 
an extension of the usual permutation-matrix notation. 
Since E~ u. I-Ij~= 1 aj~(j) = 1 [which follows from putting t = 0 in (1.5)], 
we see that the polynomial det(I - tA) is a convex combination of the set of 
polynomials 
{det[I - tV (~) ] ;  ~ ~M,} .  
Let us denote a~, = I-I" j= 1 ajl~(j ), SO that 
a~ >/0 for all p~, (1.7) 
a.  = 1, (1.8) 
/x 
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det(I - tA) = ~_~a~ det[I - tP ( / z ) ] .  (1.9) 
/z 
We now forget the detailed structure of the a~ in the hope that it is 
irrelevant. Thus, retaining only the conditions (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9), we obtain 
a new problem, harder than the original. The constraint rank A ~< r, which in 
the original problem is nonlinear in nature, has been transformed into a 
linear constraint. It corresponds to the fact that (1.9) is a polynomial of 
degree at most r, that is, that the coefficients of t k in (1.9) vanish for k > r. 
For any fixed n and r, we may use the simplex algorithm to calculate the 
maximum value of (1.9) subject o (1.7), (1.8) and the above rank constraints. 
It turns out that this maximum value exceeds 1 - t r in general, although only 
for moderately arge values of n. 
So if in fact the Boyle-Handelman conjecture is true, then the detailed 
structure of the % is somehow relevant. In this paper we present a way of 
capturing something of the special structure of the % while maintaining the 
linear nature of the resulting problem. The approach that we adopt actually 
poses more questions than it solves. We do however succeed in using it to 
establish the following result. 
THEOaEM 1.1. The Boyle-Handelman conjecture is true in case 2r >1 n. 
2. PROOF OF EQUIVALENCES 
In this section we give the proof of Proposition 1. There are two steps, the 
first of which is contained in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that (1.2) holds for all n x n positive matrices A 
with rank A <<. r. Then it holds for  all n x n nonnegative matrices A with 
rank A ~< r. 
Proof. Let A be an n X n nonnegative matrix with rank A ~< r. If A is 
the zero matrix, then (1.2) holds. Thus we can assume without loss of 
generality that A has at least one positive entry. We define 
A(6) = (I + 6J) A(I + EJ), 
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where J is the matrix in which every entry is unity. Clearly A(•) is a positive 
matrix with rank A(e) ~< r. By hypothesis we have 
pA( , ) (A)<~AI (A(• ) )n - r [Ar -A I (A(• ) )  r ] VA >~ AI(A(•)).  (2.1) 
Now suppose that A > AI(A). As e ~ 0, AI(A(e)) converges to AI(A). 
For • small enough, the condition A >t AI(A(•)) of (2.1) will hold. But as 
• --* 0, we also have that PA(,) converges to PA. Passing to the limit in (2.1) 
establishes that 
PA( )t) ~ '~l( A)n- r [  ~r __ /~'1(A) r ] V~. > '~'1(A). 
Finally, in case A = AI (A)  we have 
PA(~I(A)) ~- 0 =/~x(A)n-r[~I(A) r - /~I(A)r] , 
completing the verification of (1.2). 
Proposition 1 is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that (1.2) holds for all n X n stochastic matrices A
with rank A <~ r. Then it holds for all n × n positive matrices A with 
rank A ~< r. 
Proof. Let A be an n x n positive matrix with rank A ~ r. Then it is 
well known that the Perron root AI(A) is strictly positive and possesses a
strictly positive eigenvector a [10, Lemma 8.2.1]. Let D = diag(a) be the 
diagonal matrix with this vector as diagonal. Then Aa = Ala and De = a, 
where e denotes the vector of n ones. Then 
1 1 1 
A--~(D-1AD)e = --~ll ( D-1A )a = -~1 ( D-1) Ala = e. 
Since it is clearly a positive matrix, it follows that 
1 
B = - - ( - lAD)  
Ax 
is indeed a stochastic matrix of rank r. By hypothesis, we can apply (1.2) to B 
to obtain 
Ps(/*) ~</zn-~(/*r -- 1) Y/* /> 1, 
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whence 
Va(a) = det(AI - A, DBO -1) 
= a~ det(Aa~-lI - DBD-') 
= ATPn(AA; 1) 
i~r( ~1~l l )n - r [ (  * t~ l l )  r -  1] 
= t~n--r(t~ r -- 1~rl) 
69 
for h >/ h 1. I 
3. THE NUB DECOMPOSITION 
Let X be a finite nonempty set, and let/x : X --+ X be any mapping from 
X to itself. Then the successive images /xk(X) for k = 1, 2 . . . .  are clearly 
nonincreasing nonempty subsets of X. We define 
oo 
nub( / , )  = N /,k (X ) .  
k=l  
Then it is clear that nub(/,)  is a nonempty subset of X. It is also clear that t* 
maps nub(/*) onto itself and hence the restriction cry, of t* to nub(/*) is a 
permutation of nub(IZ). 
Using now (1.5), we obtain, for A an n X n stochastic matrix, 
/x~M. j= l  
) = ~_, ~_, aj~(j) det[I - tP(/x)] 
N~O hub( tz)= N "= 
I X [  X 
= E 2 {I-Ia,.,,,)[ I-In,.(,,)det[I- tP(/z)] 
N~O nub( /z )=N~j~N I " , j~N / 
N=~O hub(/x)= N JX j~N J 
(3.1) 
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where in the last three expressions the outer sum is taken over all nonempty 
subsets N of {1, 2 . . . . .  n}, and the inner sum is taken over all mappings 
IX ~ Mn with nub(/~) = N. The last equality results from 
det[I - tP(/z)] = det[I - tP((r~)], 
where P(cr~) denotes a permutation matrix with rows and columns indexed 
by N. 
The next step is to perform a change of variables. We denote by S N the 
group of permutations on the set N. Let ~r ~ SN. Then we denote by MN, 
the set 
MN,,~ = {t z ~ Mn; nub(/x) = N and o'~ = or}. 
Then continuing from (3.1) we have 
det ( l - tA )  = Y'. ~] ~] (I-Iaj~<j))(I-Iaj=(j)]det[l-tP((r)] 
N~O o'~S N I~MN,  o . \ j  q~N / x jEN I 
= ~.~ Y'~ ( ~ I-Iaj~(j)](j~Naj~(j))det[I-tP((r)], 
N~O o'ESN ~' I.t~MN,,rj t in  ] 
where the whole inner sum has been parenthesized because the expression 
l-I aj~(j)) det [ I  - tP (o ' ) ]  
j~N 
depends only on or. 
We next claim that the expression 
IZEMN, ajq~N 
depends only on N and not on or ~ S N. To see this, let N be fixed together 
with ~r, p ~ S N. For each /x ~ MN, o, we define u by 
p ( j )  if j ~ N, 
v( j )  = /z( j)  if j~N.  
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It is routine to check that the successive images of v and IX are identical, so 
that nub(v) =nub(IX) = N. Thus, we have defined a mapping 
Ix~v 
between the spaces 
MN, ,~ ~ MN, o. 
On the other hand, if v is given in MN, p, the formula 
t r ( j )  if j eN ,  
Ix(j) = v ( j )  if j f fN  
reconstructs IX. This shows that the two sets MN, o. and MN, o are in 
one-to-one correspondence. It now follows easily that 
tXEMN,~J f~N vEMN, o J~N 
because Ix(j) = v(j) for j ~ N. This establishes the claim. 
The common value of these expressions will be denoted y(A, N). In 
other words, we define 
Substituting back, we have 
det( I - tA)= Y'. }~ y(A,N)(1-Iaj~(j)]det[l-te(cr)]. (3.2) 
N~ o'ES N x jEN / 
We also denote by A n the principal submatrix of A with row and column 
set N. For B a general n × n matrix and t ra  permutation of {1, 2 . . . . .  n}, 
we denote hn( t r )= I-I7= 1 bj~(j). This notation is extended naturally by 
setting 
haw (tr )  = 1--[ aj~(j) 
j~N 
((r e SN) 
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in the situation at hand. Finally from (3.2) we obtain 
det ( I - tA )  = E y (A ,N)  • haN(~r)det [ I - tP (~) ] .  (3.3) 
N~O a~S N 
For ,the other side of the equations we put t = 0 in (3.3) to obtain 
1= E y (A ,N)  • haN(o" ) = E Y( A, N ) per AN . (3.4) 
N¢O (r~S N N:#~ 
Here we have denoted by per A N the permanent ~ e sN haN(cr) of A N. 
PERMANENTAL CONJECTURE. For every positive integer n and every 
n × n nonnegative matrix A with rank A <<. r the inequality 
E ha((r) det[I - tP(cr)] ~< (1 - tr) perA  
O'E  S n 
holds for all real numbers t satisfying 0 <<. t <~ 1. 
We remark that the permanental conjecture is true in the case n ~< r, 
where the condition rank A ~< r is vacuous. This is because we then have 
det[I - tP(o')]  ~< (1 - t") ~< (1 - t r) 
from Lemma 1 below or from the paper of Keilson and Styan [13]. 
It follows immediately from (3.3), (3.4), and the fact that y(A,  N) >1 0 
that the permanental conjecture for a fixed value of r and all n >i r implies 
the Boyle-Handelman conjecture for the same r and all n >f r. A key point in 
this implication is that if rank A ~< r then rank A N ~< r for every principal 
submatrix A N of A. 
In the sequel we will require a slight variant of this idea. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that r and s are J~xed with r < s. Suppose that the 
permanental conjecture is known to be true for all values of n in the range 
r <~ n <<. s. Then it follows that the Boyle-Handelman conjecture is valid for 
the same range r <~ n <~ s of n. 
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4. REPRESENTATIONS OF S n 
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Around the turn of the century, the representation theory of the symmet- 
ric group S, was worked out by Alfred Young. He proved that the irreducible 
representations of S, are in one-to-one correspondence with the partitions of 
n realized as Ferrers diagrams. We refer the reader to [11] and [12] for a 
definitive treatment of this subject. The nonspecialist should consult the 
beautiful book of Sagan [18], which allows easy access to this topic. For 
questions concerning nonabelian harmonic analysis, we refer the reader to 
Dunkl and Ramirez [7], particularly Chapter 7. Alternatively, the reader may 
consult Hewitt and Ross [9]. Finally, the wonderfully readable book of 
Kirillov [14] is often worth consulting. 
A feature of the symmetric group S n is that all the irreducible representa- 
tions possess matrix realizations in terms of real matrices and indeed real 
orthogonal matrices. An important consequence is that nonabelian harmonic 
analysis on S n can be carried out using only real-valued functions, rather than 
the complex-valued functions needed on a general finite (or compact) group. 
Both the irreducible representations of S, and the conjugacy classes of S n 
are indexed by the partitions of n. For the irreducible representation, it is the 
row lengths of the Ferrers diagram that yield the partition, while for the 
conjugacy classes it is the cycle lengths of the permutation. A typical partition 
of n will be written [kl, k 2 . . . . .  kt], where k 1 + k 2 + ... +k  t = n. Some- 
times we use instead the power notation. In this notation we write [4 z, 33, 1] 
instead of [4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 1]. The character of the corresponding representation 
of $18 will be denoted X[4~ 32 1]. 
We define the depth of an irreducible representation rr of S n to be the 
number of dots in the first column of its Ferrers diagram. Thus, the trivial 
representation has depth 1, while the sign representation has depth n. We 
remark that this is different from the definition of depth given in [12, p. 99]. 
Given a function f on S~, its nonabelian Fourier transform is given by 
1 
f(~-)  = ~ • f ( ( r )~r( ( r  -1) 
o-E S n 
interpreted as an endomorphism on the representation space of 7r (or 
alternatively as a matrix). Next we introduce the concept of depth for 
functions. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a real-valued function on S N. Then 
depth( f )  = max depth(Tr). 
fOr )~ 0 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let A be an n × n matrix with rank A = r. Then 
depth(hA) ~< r. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We use the machinery of induced representations 
to establish this result. If r = n then the result is trivial. Suppose that r < n. 
Let K = St+ 1 to be the group of all permutations of the integers {1 . . . . .  r + 
1}. It can be viewed as a subgroup of G = S, in the obvious way. Let p be 
the sign representation K = St+ 1. Then according to Kirillov [14, §13.1] 
or Sagan [18, §1.12], the character ~ of Ind~ p is given by 
= = E k (s(x) lgs(x) ) ,  
xEX 
where X denotes the space of right cosets of K in G, and s : X ~ G is a 
section selecting a representative of each such coset. The symbol )(o denotes 
the character Xp of K extended to G by setting it equal to zero on G \ K. 
Then the convolution product of ~b and h A is given by 
1 
~* hA(g) = -~" g~c ~b(gg~)hA(g~) 
1 
= n-~. ~" E ) (p(s(x) - lgg l l s (x) )hA(g l )  •
g1~G x~X 
(4.1) 
Now let k = s(x)- lggl  is(x). Changing variables in (4.1) and using the fact 
that )~p vanishes off K, we obtain 
qJ*hA(g) = ~-. E xp(k )hA(s (x )k - l s (x ) - lg )  
k~K xEX 
= E E xp(k )hA(S(x )k - l s (x ) - tg )  (4.2) 
x~X k~K 
= o, (4 .3 )  
since each inner sum of (4.2) is actually an (r  + 1) × (r  + 1) minor of A. 
Let 7r be an irreducible representation f S,. Taking nonabelian Fourier 
transforms of (4.3) yields hA(Tr-)~(~-) = 0. But 
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where d~ is the dimension of the representation space of or, n~ is the 
number of times that ¢r occurs in Ind~ p, and I stands for the identity 
endomorphism on the representation space of 7r. It follows that ttA(Zr) = 0 
for every irreducible representation 7r of G that figures in Ind~ p. Because 
of the transitivity of induced representations and using the branching rule 
[18, Theorem 2.8.3], we see that these are exactly those irreducible represen- 
tations 7r that satisfy depth(zr)> r. It follows that depth(h A) ~< r as re- 
quired. • 
5. CENTRAL FUNCTIONS 
Let A be an n × n real matrix. We now define z A, the centralized 
version of h A , by 
1 
ZA(tr) = ~.I E hA(Ttr~'-l) •
rE  S n 
Then z A is a real central function (class function) on S, and hence a real 
linear combination of irreducible characters. If rank A ~< r, then by Theorem 
1 it follows that ZA has depth ~< r. In other words, using the orthogonality 
relations between distinct characters, zs is a real linear combination of 
characters corresponding to irreducible representations ¢r with depth(Tr) ~< r. 
If A is a nonnegative matrix, then it is immediate that z A is a nonnegative 
function. All this suggests the following conjecture. 
CENTRAL-FUNCTION CONJECTURE. Let n and r be positive integers uch 
that r ~ n. Then every nonnegative central function f on S n with depth(f) ~< r
satisfies 
E f ( t r ){1  - t r - -  det[ I  - te(~r)l } >/0  
o-E  S n 
(5.1) 
for  all real numbers t satisfying 0 ~ t <~ 1. 
This conjecture implies the permanental conjecture, because 
E ZA(O') det[I - tP(tr)]  = • ha(o- ) det[I - tP ( t r ) ] ,  
o-E  S n o 'E  S n 
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which follows because the function 
cr ~ det[ I  - tP ( ( r ) ]  
is itself a central function on S n. Once again, for fixed n and r, the 
central-function conjecture can be tested with the simplex algorithm, and for 
all the values we have tested it is correct. 
It is interesting to note that something has been lost in the passage from 
matrix to central function. 
COUNTEaEXnMPLE. Let f be the central function on S~ given by 
f (a )  = 
6 if cr is the identity (cycle type [ 15 ]), 
2 i f~  is a transposition (cycle type [2, 1 ' ] ) ,  
2 if(r is a double transposition (cycle type [2 2, 13]), 
2 if or has cycle type [3, 2], 
1 if or isa5-cycle (cycletype [5]) ,  
0 otherwise. 
Then f is a nonnegative central function of depth 2. There does not exist any 
nonnegative 5 × 5 matrix A with rank A ~< 2 such that z a = f. 
Proof. It is routine to check that f is a nonnegative central function. It 
is easy to check that f = xt51 + )¢t3, ~j using the character table of S 5 [12, 
Appendix 1, p. 349]. This shows that f has depth 2. Now suppose that A is a 
nonnegative matrix of rank at most 2 exists and that z a = f .  Since ha(~r) > 0 
when cr is the identity element, we deduce that all , a22 , a33 , a44 , and a55 
are all strictly positive. Since hA(or) > 0 for some 5-cycle or, we see that after 
a simultaneous rearrangement of rows and columns it can be assumed 
without loss of generality that alz, a23, a3,, a,5, and a51 are all strictly 
positive. Now, ha(or) = 0 for every 4-cycle. Considering cr = (23415), we 
see that a,1 = 0, since 
0 = ha((23415))  = al~ az3a3,a,la55. 
An exactly similar argument shows that a52 , al3 , aza , and a3~ also vanish. 
Again, ha((r )  = 0 for every 3-cycle. Considering (r = (23145), we see that 
a31 = 0, since 
0 = ha((23145))  = alza~3a31a,,a55. 
An exactly similar argument shows that asz, a53 , al ,  , and a~5 also vanish. 
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Now we focus our attention on the 3 × 3 submatrix of A 
0.0  1o) (5.2) 
given by the first three rows and the last three columns. The stars in (5.2) 
denote'entries that are known to be strictly positive. Since A has rank at most 
2, the corresponding minor must vanish, and it follows that al5 = 0. An 
exactly similar argument shows that a21, a32, a4a , and a54 also vanish. We 
have now completely determined the pattern of A: 
A = 
~r 0 0 
0 ~r ~r 0 • 
0 0 ~- 
0 0 0 
Clearly hA(o') = 0 unless cr is either the identity permutation or the 5-cycle 
(23451). It follows that z A ~ f. • 
Suppose that n and r are positive integers uch that i < r < n. Then one 
can construct the polygonal cone P,, r of nonnegative central functions on S, 
of depth less than or equal to r. It would be of great interest o have an 
explicit description (or even good information about the zero sets) of the 
extreme functions in P,, r" This is an open problem. 
6. EXPANSION OF det [ l -  tP(o')] 
We now attempt to understand better the expression det[I - tP(tr)]. For 
1 ~< k ~< n we define Pk to be the irreducible representation of S n with 
Ferrers diagram having its first column containing k dots and the first row 
containing n + 1 - k dots, with these overlapping in the upper left dot and 
accounting together for all the dots in the diagram. Let aTk = X[(n-k+l), 1 k-~] 
be the character of Pk- We extend this notation by letting both 7/0 and r/, + l 
(which do not correspond to any irreducible representation) be identically 
zero. We denote by p the self-representation of S n, that is the one that given 
by 
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The following lemma is well known, but we have been unable to find a 
proof in the literature. 
LEMMA 6.1. The exterior product representations /~ kp break down into 
irreducible constituents according to the following rules: 
A°P = Pl, 
AkP=Pk ~pk+l  (1 ~<k~<n-  1), (6.1) 
Anp = p . .  
The rules (6.1) can be expressed succinctly by 
t r (Akp( t r ) )  = 7/k(tr ) + r/k+,(tr) (6.9.) 
for O <~ k ~ n. 
Sketch proof of the lemma. We argue by induction on n. It is easy to 
check by hand that the lemma is correct for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4. Now suppose 
that n > 4 and that the result has been proved for n - 1. We calculate the 
restriction of the character tr(Akp) to the subgroup S,_ 1 of all permutations 
fixing n. Denoting by o" a generic element of S,_ 1 and by ~ the correspond- 
ing element of S n, we have 
tr(Akp(~-)) = y" Pi,(g-) 
Itl=k 
= E + E 
Ill=k, n~l  Ill=k, n~l  
= + + + (6.3)  
where the ~/s refer to characters of S,_ 1. In the last step, the induction 
hypothesis was used. It follows that the restriction of every irreducible 
constituent of Akp contains only the single-hook representations pl on S,_ 1. 
Using the branching rule [18, Theorem 2.8.3], it is easy to see that the only 
representations that have this property are the single hooks themselves, with 
the sole exception of the irreducible representation corresponding to [22 ] in 
case n = 4. Since n > 4, we see that Akp can only split up into single-hook 
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representations. Using the branching rule again, we find that the restriction 
of ~?k is ~lk-1 + ~k. It now follows from (6.3) that (6.2) is the only possible 
way that Akp can break up into irreducibles. • 
Expanding det[I - tP(or)], we obtain 
det [ I - tP ( ( r ) ]  = ~ ( - - t )k t r [AkP( t r ) ]  (6.4) 
k=0 
= ~ (--t)k[r/k(cr) + rh+l(~r)] (6.5) 
k=o 
= (1 - t) ~ ( - - t )k -17~k . (6.6) 
k=l  
Let us define qz(cr, t) by 
l 
ql(o',t) = ~_~ (--t)k-lrlk((r). 
k=l  
Then the conjecture (5.1) can be restated as 
E f((r)qn(cr,t) <~ (1 +t  + ... +tr  -1) ~ f ( c r ) .  
o'E S n (rE S n 
(6.7) 
Since the function f is orthogonal to r/k for k > r, (5.1) can further be 
restated as 
~_~ f(¢r)qr(Cr,t ) <~ (1 +t  + ... +t  r - l )  E f (~r) .  
o'~ S n o-E S n 
(6.s) 
For a variety of values of n and r, we have used a variant of the simplex 
algorithm to calculate the maximum value M, r(t) of F .  ~ s f(~)qr(~, t) as 
f varies over all nonnegative central functions ~vith depth(f)" ~< r and satisfies 
the normalization condition 
E f (~r)  = 1. 
ere S n 
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The results are as follows: 
M. , l ( t  ) = 1 (n >>. 1), 
M. , . ( t )  = 1 + t + "" +t  ~-1 (n >>. 1), 
1 Ma,2(t  ) = 1 + ~t, 
M4, r(t ) = 1 + t ( r  = 2 ,3 ) ,  
2 Ms, z( t ) = 1 + ~t, 
x 2 ( r  3 ,4 ) ,  Ms, r(t ) = 1 + t + ~t = 
M6 2(t)  = 1 + t, 
M6, r(t ) = 1 + t + t 2 ( r  = 3 ,4 ,5 ) ,  
3 
Mv,2(t  ) = 1 + ~t, 
1 2 Mv,3(t)  = 1 +t+ 3t , 
1 3 ( r  4 ,5 ,6 ) ,  MT,~( t ) = l + t + t 2+ ~t = 
Ms,2(t  ) = 1 + t, 
2 2 Ms,3(t  ) = 1 +t  + ~t , 
Ms, r(t ) = 1 + t + t 2 + t 3 ( r  = 4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ) ,  
4 Mg,2(t ) = 1 + gt, 
Mg,~(t ) = 1 + t + t 2 ( r  = 3 ,4 ) ,  
Mg,~(t ) = 1 + t + t ~ + t 3 + ~t 4 ( r  = 5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ) ,  
Mlo,2( t ) = 1 + t, 
1 2 Mlo,3(t) = 1 + t + ~t , 
i 3 Mlo,4(t ) = 1 + t + t 2 + 5t , 
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(6.9) 
(6.10) 
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Mlo, r ( t  ) = 1 + t + t 2 + t 3 + t 4 ( r  = 5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ) ,  
5 Mu,2(  t ) = 1 + ~t, 
3 2 Ml l ,3 ( t  ) = 1 + t + ~t , 
2 3 Ml l , r ( t  ) = 1 + t + t ~ + 3t 
Mll ,r(t) = 1 + t + t 2 + t 3 + t 4 + ½t 5 
M12,2(t ) = 1 + t, 
M12.~(t ) = 1 + t + t 2, 
Ml~,r(t ) = l+t+t  2+t  3 
M12,r(t  ) = 1 + t + t ~ + t 3 + t 4 + t ° 
( r  = 4 ,5 ) ,  
( r  = 6, 7 ,8 ,9 ,  10), 
( r  = 4,5) ,  
( r  = 6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10 ,11) .  
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7. CENTRAL-FUNCTION ESTIMATES 
The claim (6.9) is trivial, since when r = 1, equality holds in (6.8). 
qn(a , t )  <~ 1 + t + .. .  +t  n -1  
with equality holding only i f  ¢r is an n-cycle. 
(0 ~< t <~ 1), (7.3) 
and 
Specifically, we have the identity 
]~ det[ I  - te(a)] = n!(1 - t ) .  (7.1) 
o 'E  S n 
We can obtain (6.10) from the following lemma, which is already a conse- 
quence of (1.1) due to Keilson and Styan [13]. It is included here for the sake 
of completeness. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let o" ~ S,. Then 
det[ I  - t/'(a)] < 1 - t n (0 ~< t ~< 1) (7.2) 
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Proof of  Lemma 7.1. We use induction on n to prove (7.2). I f  n = 1, the 
result is trivial. Let n > 1, and assume that the result is true for all strictly 
smaller values of n. I f  or is an n-cycle, then there is equality in (7.2). I f  or is 
not an n-cycle, then we can write 0- = 0-7" 1 0" 2 where 0-1 and 0-2 are disjoint 
permutations of sizes n 1 and n~ respectively. We clearly have n I + n 2 = n, 
and 
det[ I  - tP (0- ) ]  = det[ I  - tP(0-1)] det[ I  - tP(0-2) ] . (7.4) 
Applying the induction hypothesis to (7.4) gives 
det[ I  " tP(0- ) ]  ~< (1 - tn l ) (1 - -  t n2) (7.5) 
for 0~<t~< 1. We clearly have 2t"  ~<t " l+t  n~ for 0~<t  ~< 1, which is 
equivalent o 
(1 - t ' l ) (1 - t  n~) ~< l - t "  (0~<t~< 1). (7.6) 
Now combining (7.5) and (7.6) yields (7.2) as required. 
To establish (7.3) for 0 ~< t < 1 we simply divide (7.2) by 1 - t. For 
t = 1 we take the limit as t tends to 1 from below. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let n be even, so that n = 2k. Suppose that 0- ~ S n is not 
an n-cycle. Then 
det[ I  - tP (0- ) ]  ~< (1 - tk)  2 (0 ~< t ~< 1). (7.7) 
LEMMA 7.3. Let n be odd, so that n = 2k + 1. Suppose 0- ~ S n is not 
an n-cycle. Then 
det[ l  - te (0 - ) ]  ~< (1 - tk ) (1  - t k+') (0 <~ t <~ 1). (7.8) 
Proofs of  Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3. We first prove Lemma 7.2. By (7.5), it 
suffices to show that 
(1 - tn ' ) (1 - t  "~) ~< (1 - tk )  2 (0~<t  ~< 1), 
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or equivalently 
2t k ~< t"' + t "2 (0 ~< t ~< 1), (7.9) 
where n 1 and n 2 are positive integers atisfying n 1 + n 2 = n. However, (7.9) 
follows as a special case of  Muirhead's theorem [8, §2.18]. The proof of  
Lemma 7.3/s exactly similar. • 
THEOREM 7.1. Let n be even, so that n = 2k. Then for  O <<. t <~ 1 we 
have 
Mn,r ( t  ) = 1 + t + "" +t k-1 
fo r r=k  . . . . .  n - 1. 
Proof of  Theorem 7.1. Since 
Mn,k(t ) <~ Mn,r(t  ) <~ Mn,n- l ( t ) ,  
it suffices to show that 
M, ,k ( t  ) >1 1 + t + ... +t  k-1 (7.10) 
and 
M, , , _ l ( t  ) ~< 1 + t + ... +t  k-1 (7.11) 
We work first on the upper bound (7.11). We will write 
1 - t k - det[ I  - = a(t, + b(t, 
where a(t, ~)  >1 0 and b(t, • ) is orthogonal to every function f on Sn with 
depth( f )  < n. Since for every such nonnegative function f ,  
~,, f ( t r )a ( t ,  tr) >1 0 
o '~ S n 
and 
E f (c r )b ( t ,  or) = O, 
o'~ S n 
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it will follow that 
~] f (a )det [ I -  te(cr)] < E f ( c r ) (1 - tk ) .  
o 'E  S n o '~ S n 
Clearly b(t, o') =/3( t )sgn(cr )  for some suitable function /3. In order that 
a( t, or) >t 0 we must then have 
/3(t)  ~< min {1- t  k -det [ l - tP (c r ) ]}  
o" even  
and 
/3(t) /> max { -1  +t  k + det [ I -  tP(~r)]}.  
or odd  
Clearly, such a function /3 can be found if whenever cr is an even 
permutation and ~r o is an odd one, it is true that 
det[ l  - tP(cre)] + det[ I  - tP(%)] <~ 2(1 - tk) .  (7.12) 
Recall now that n is even, so that an n-cycle is odd. Then det[I - tP(%)] <~ 
1 - t" by Lemma 1, and det[! - tP(o'e)] ~< (1 - tk) 2 by Lemma 2. Combin- 
ing these inequalities yields (7.12). With the benefit of hindsight, we can now 
see that the correct choice o f /3  is 
/3(t) = tk(1 - 
Dividing by 1 - t for 0 ~< t < 1 yields (7.11) for 0 ~< t < 1. The case t = 1 
can be obtained by passing to the limit. 
We now turn to lower bound (7.10). We denote by Jt the 1 × l matrix in 
which every entry is unity, and by C k we the k × k basic circulant matrix 
given by 
1 if j= i+ lmodk ,  
cq = 0 otherwise. 
Let A = C k ® J2. Then 
rank A = rank G k rank J2 = k. 
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It follows from Theorem 1 that depth(z A) ~< k. Now consider h A. A simple 
counting argument shows that there are 2 k- 1 n-cycles ¢r such that hA(g) = 
1. There are also 2 k- 1 products of disjoint k-cycles such that hA(or) = 1. We 
have hA(o') = 0 for all other permutations or. It follows that 
E zA(° ' )det [ I - tP (c r ) ]  = E hA(cr )det [ I - tP (c r ) ]  
o 'E  S n o 'E  S n 
=2k- l [ (1 - t  zk) + (1 -  tk) 2] 
=2k(1-  tk). (7.13) 
Putting t = 0 into (7.13) yields F .  a s~ zA(°') = 2k, and (7.10) follows imme- 
diately. • 
THEOREM 7.2. Let n be odd, so that n = 2k + 1. Then for  O <~ t <<. 1 
we have 
1 k Mn,r(t  ) = 1 + t + "" +t k- I  + ~t 
fo r r=k+l  . . . . .  n -1 .  
Proof of  Theorem 7.2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 7.1. The 
upper bound follows from Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.3. We leave the details 
to the reader. 
For the lower bound, we define a matrix A by 
A -- 
0 0 1 1 0 0 ... 0 0 Ol 
0 0 1 1 0 0 --. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 -.. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 ... 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 .-. 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 .-. 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 --. 0 0 0 
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Specifically, the rules determining the entries of A are as follows: 
a i j  = 
1 if i=21-1 ,  l< l<k ,  j= i+2,  
1 if i=21-1 ,  l<~l<k,  j= i+3,  
1 if i=21, l<~l<k,  j= i+ l ,  
1 if i=21, l<~l<k,  j= i+2,  
1 if i=2k-1 ,  j= l ,  
1 if i=2k-1 ,  j=2k+l ,  
1 if i=2k ,  j= l ,  
1 if i=2k ,  j=2k+l ,  
1 if i=2k+l ,  j=2 ,  
0 otherwise. 
(7.14) 
For each value of l the first four cases in (7.14) describe a 2 × 2 
submatrix equal to J2. Each of these k - 1 submatrices has rank 1. The 
remaining entries, which live entirely in rows 2k - 1, 2k, and 2k + 1 and 
columns 1, 2, and 2k + 1, describe a 3 × 3 submatrix of rank 2. It follows 
that rank A = k + 1. 
We now consider h A . Another counting argument shows that there are 
2 k-1 n-cycles o- such that hA(o - )= 1. There are also 2 k-1 permutations 
which are the product of a k-cycle with a disjoint k + 1-cycle and such that 
hA(o-) = 1. We have hA(o-) = 0 for all other permutations o-. It follows that 
depth(z A) ~< k + 1 and 
E zA(o-) det[I - te (o - ) ]  = 
o '~ S n 
The upper bound is then established as in Theorem 1. 
E hA(o-) det[ I  - tP (o ' ) ]  
o '~ S n 
= 2k-1[ (1  - t zk) + (1 - tk ) (1  - tk+l) ]  
= 2k-1(2 - t k _ tk+l ) .  
The following is a corollary of Theorems 1 and 2. 
COrtOLLXRY 7.1. The central-function conjecture is true for 2 r >i n. 
Proof of Corollary 7.1. ~¢e apply Theorem 7.1 if n is even and Theorem 
7.2 if n is odd. We note that in the case n odd, there is never equality in (5.1) 
unless either t = 0 or t = 1 or f is identically zero. • 
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Theorem 7.1 follows immediately from this corollary and Lemma 7.1 
applied with s = 2r. 
LEMM^ 7.4. I f  r divides n then 
Mn, , ( t )  >i 1 + t + ... q-t r-1 
P roo f 'o fLemma 7.4. This pr.oofwill generalize the upper-bound half of 
the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let n = kr. We define 
A = C,  ® J~ = 
0 Jk 0 "-- 0 
0 0 Jk "'" 0 
0 0 0 ... Jk 
Jk 0 0 ... 0 
We will show that z A is the extremal function for this problem. First we need 
some notation and definitions. A conjugacy class ~' of S k is written as 
[k 1, k 2 . . . . .  kl], where there are l cycles of lengths k 1, k2 . . . . .  k I respec- 
tively. Of course, one has 
k 1 +k2 +. . -  k l=k .  
The conjugacy class r~ of S, is the conjugacy class [rk 1, rk2, . . . .  rkl]. We 
will call r~  the r-multiple of ~'. A permutation cr in S n will also be called an 
r-multiple if its eonjugacy class is an r-multiple. 
It is clear that hA(tr) takes only the values 0 and 1. Furthermore, if
hA(~r) = 1, then it is clear from the structure of A that o" is an r-multiple 
and that the restriction ¢ of tr r to the set {1, 2 . . . . .  k} is an element of S k. If 
fC is the conjugacy class of ~', then r~'  is the conjugacy class of tr. A 
counting argument shows that 
E hA(tr) = (k ! )  r -1  cal 'd(~), (7.15) 
O'E t '~  
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since cr is determined by T on one of r blocks and by a "free" choice on the 
remaining r - 1 blocks. Equivalently 
ZA((T)  -~. (k ! ) r -  1 card(~)  
card( r~)  
if ¢r ~ r~,  and zA(tr) = 0 if tr is not an r-multiple. 
Since rank A = rankC r rankJk = r, it follows from Theorem 7.1 that 
depth(z a) ~< r. On the other hand, we observe that if tr and z are related as 
above, then 
l 
det[ I  - te(a)l = 1-I (1 - t rkj) ~- det[ I  - trp(7)], 
j= l  
and it follows that 
E za ( t r )  det[ I  - tP (c r ) ]  = E hA(a) det[ I  - tP (c r ) ]  
i re  S n o,E S n 
= (k! )  r-1 • det[ I  - trp(T)] 
7~S k 
= (k ! ) r (1  - t r) (7 .16)  
by (7.1). Since E~s°  zA(cr) = (k!) r, for 0 ~< t < 1 we divide (7.16) by 
(k!)r(1 - t) to obtain the conclusion of the lemma in this range. For t = 1 
the lemma is obtained by letting t tend to I from below. • 
We conjecture that for 0 < t ~< 1 equality holds in (6.8) if and only if r 
divides n and f is a nonnegative scalar multiple of z A where A = E r ® Jk- 
LEMMA 7.5. We have 
Mn,2(t ) <~ 1 + t. (7.17) 
We note that by Lemma 7.4 there is equality in (7.17) if n is even. 
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eroofofLemma 7.5. By (6.8) it suffices to show that 
E f (o-){1 +t - [171(o - ) -  t~2(o-)]} >/0. 
( rE S n 
But since 7"/1(o") = 1 for all o-, (7 .18)  is equivalent to 
E f (o - ) [~h(o- )  + ~%(o-)1 >/O. 
( r~ S~ 
However, by (6.2) 




Mn,2(t ) >. 1 + k + lt" (7.19) 
Proof of Lemma 7.6. I_~t us define X = {2 . . . . .  k + 1} and Y = {k + 
2 . . . . .  2k + 1}, two subsets of {1 . . . . .  n} with k elements. Now define the 
n )< n matrix A as follows: 
a l l  = 1 ,  
alj = 0 if j ~ X, 
al j= 1 if j ~ Y, 
a i l=  1 if i ~ X, 
aq = O if i~X and j ~ X, 
a~j= 1 if i~X and j ~Y ,  
a~l =0 if i~  Y, 
aq= 1 if i ~Y  and j~X,  
aq =0 if i~Y  and j~Y .  
LEMMA7.6. Letn  =2k  + lbeodd.  Thenwehave 
since tr P(o')  is just the number of fixed points of o-. Since f is a nonnega- 
five function, the result follows immediately. 
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It is clear that rank A = 2, since A consists of a k × k block together with a 
(k + 1) × (k + 1) block. It follows that depth(h A) ~< 2. We also have that 
1 if o ' (Y)  =X,  
ha(o')  = 0 otherwise, 
Using the condition on the depth, (6.6), and the orthogonality relations, we 
obtain 
ZA(O-) det[I - re(o-)]  
o'~ S n 
= E hA(o-)det[ l  - te(o-)] 
o'E S n 
= (1  - t )  E [1 - 
a(Y)=X 
=( l - t )  E { ( l+t ) - t [ l+~/2(o - ) ]}  (7.20) 
o ' (Y )=X 
=( l - t )  • [ ( l+t ) - t t rP (o - ) ]  
t r (Y )=X 
= (1  - t ) [ (1 + t )k! (k  + 1) ! -  t(k!)  2] 
= (k ! )2 (1  - t ) (k  + 1 + kt), 
since in (7.20) tr P(o-) can only be nonzero if o'(1) = 1, when its value is 1. 
Putting t = 0 yields 
E ZA(O-) = k!(k + 1)!, 
o 'E  S n 
and the conclusion of Lemma 7.6 follows. • 
In concluding this section, we should make some remarks about our 
inability to solve the central-function conjecture in general. The obvious 
approach is to write 
1 - t r - -  det[I - tP(o')]  = a(t, or) + b(t,  o-) (7.21) 
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where a(t, or) >1 0 and b(t,. ) is orthogonal to every function f on S, with 
depth(f)  ~< r. The central-function conjecture will follow from this, since for 
every such nonnegative function f we have 
~, f (or)a(t ,  or) >1 0 
~rE S n 
and 
~., f (or )b( t ,  or) = O. 
ore  S n 
In all cases we have examined, there are many solutions to (7.21), in fact, too 
many solutions. We have been unable to single out a particular family of 
solutions with a consistent description. 
8. SHARPNESS CONDITIONS 
The question arises as to when the Boyle-Handelman inequality is sharp. 
More precisely, let us suppose that A is a nonnegative n × n matrix with 
Perron root A l, 1 ~< r ~< n ~< 2r, and rank A ~ r, so that (1.2) is true by 
Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.1. Let A > A 1. When do we have equality in 
(1.2)? Equivalently, when does 
eA(x)  = x . - r (Ar  _ (8.1) 
hold? 
Obviously it is true if A = )tl, but this is artificial. We could circumvent 
this difficulty by dividing both the characteristic polynomial Pa(A) and the 
bound A"-r(A r - A~) by A - A 1 before testing for equality. We leave the 
additional complications that would arise as an exercise for the reader. 
We have already observed that (8.1) holds whenever a 1 = 0, that is, 
whenever A is a nonnegative nilpotent matrix. Such matrices are easily 
recognized by their pattern. Towards an explanation of this, consider the 
directed graph without loops F s on the vertex set {1, 2 . . . . .  n} in which there 
is a directed arc from vertex j to another vertex k if and only if ajk > 0. The 
reader should consult he book of Berman and Plemmons [3, Chapter 3] or 
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Minc [17, §4.3] for further details. It is easy to see that a nonnegative matrix 
A is nilpotent if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(1) a j i=0for j=  1,2 . . . . .  n. 
(2) I~A does not possess directed cycles. 
In the ease r = n, Keilson and Styan [13] give a complete answer to the 
sharpness question which will be generalized by our findings here. 
By an irreducible constituent of a nonnegative square matrix A we 
understand one of the diagonal blocks Aii occurring in the block triangular 
decomposition [3, p. 39, Equation (3.6)]. Each such block is either irreducible 
or a 1 x 1 zero matrix. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let A be a nonnegative n × n matrix with Perron root 
)q > 0, 1 ~< r ~< n < 2r, and rank A <<. r such that (8.1) holds for some 
value of ~t such that ~ > ~1. Then all the irreducible constituents of A vanish, 
save one of shape s x s (r <~ s <~ n), which will be denoted B. The matrix B 
has the same rank and Perron root as A, and furthermore 
eA( x) = an-se ( a). 
There exist nonnegative matrices S and T of shapes s x r and r × s respec- 
tively such that TS = I r and B = ) t lSCrT .  
Conversely, any matrix A with the form described above necessarily 
satisfies (8.1). 
We observe that (8.1) always holds when r = 1. It is straightforward to
prove Theorem 8.1 in case r = 1. We leave this as an exercise for the reader. 
The matrix C 1 is to be interpreted as the 1 × 1 matrix with unit entry. In 
much of the treatment that we give below we will therefore assume r >/2. 
The only technique we have for answering the general question is to trace 
back through the tortuous proof of the Boyle-Handelman i equality. We 
leave the proof of the following proposition to the reader. It is proved by 
investigating under what circumstances quality can occur in Lemmas 7.2 and 
7.3 and Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. 
PROeOSlTION 8.1. Let 2 ~< r -N< n ~< 2r, and let f be a nonnegative 
function on S n with depth(f) <~ r and such that 
Y'. f (~)qr (~, t )  = (1 +t + ""  q- t  r - l )  ~_, f (~)  
o ,E  S n ( rE  S n 
(8.2) 
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holds for a particular value of t such that 0 < t <~ 1. Then one of the 
following statements i  true: 
(1) f (cr )  = 0 Vtr ~ S~. 
(2) n = r, and f (~)= 0 for every permutation or which is not an 
n-cycle. 
(3) n = 2 r, and f(or) = 0 for every permutation ~r not in either of the 
classes [n] and [re]. 
Furthermore (8.2) holds for all values of t satisfying 0 <~ t <~ 1. 
COROLLARY 8.1. Let A be a nonnegative n × n matrix with Perron root 
A i > 0, 2 ~< r ~< n ~< 2r, and rank A <~ r such that (8.1) holds for some 
value of A such that A > A 1. Then (8.1) holds for all values of A. 
To make further progress we tackle the question from the other end. For 
this we need to impose the restriction n < 2r. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let A be a nonnegative reducible n × n matrix with 
Perron root ~1 > 0, 2 ~< r ~< n < 2r, and rank A <<. r such that (8.1) holds. 
Then, after simultaneous rearrangement of rows and columns, we can write A 
in the block form 
o) 
with X and Y square of sizes I > 0 and m > 0 respectively, and where one or 
other of the following conditions holds: 
(1) Y = O, and Z = eX for some real m x I matrix e. 
(2) X = 0, and Z = YQ for some real I x m matrix Q. 
Proof. Since A is reducible, we can certainly write it in the form (8.3) 
with X and Y square. It follows that 
P (a) = Px(X)P (a). 
From this we see that the Perron root A 1 of A is either the Perron root of X 
or the Perron root of Y. Let us suppose without loss of generality that it is the 
Perron root of X. Let /x denote the Perron root of Y. We claim that 
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rank X = r. We establish the claim by contradiction. I f rank X ~< r - 1, then 
since l ~< n - 1, we have that l ~< 2(r  - 1). We obtain for A > A 1 
An-r(  ]tr __ ~trl) = PA( ~) 
= ex(x)ey(x )  
]t l - (r -1)(~r-1 __ ~-l)(~m __ ~£,n) (8.4) 
) t l - ( r -1 ) (~r -1  ~-  1)~m 
= ) tn - r+ l (a r -1 - -  a~-l). (8.5) 
In (8.4), we have used the Boyle-Handelman i equality for X (observe 
that r - 1 /> 1) as well as the Keilson-Styan inequality for Y. Since A > 
A 1 > 0, (8.5) yields a contradiction. The claim is proved. 
The claim rank X = r forces rank X = rank A, which leads to Y = 0 and 
ensures that Z has the form PX for some suitably sized matrix P. The 
second alternative is realized in case that A and Y have the same Perron 
root. • 
The reader will observe that it is in general impossible to assert that the 
matrices P and Q are nonnegative. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let A be a nonnegative n × n matrix with Perron root 
A 1 > O, 2 <~ r <~ n < 2r, and rank A <~ r such that (8.1) holds for  some A 
with A > A 1. Then, a3~er simultaneous rearrangement of rows and columns, 
we can write A in the block form 
A = i o I BQ B , 
PBQ PB 
where B is an s × s nonnegative irreducible matrix, P is a u × s real matrix, 
and Q is a s × v real matrix. The restrictions on s, u, and v are n = s + u + v, 
s > O, u >1 O, and v >10. The matrices A and B have the same rank and 
Perron root. 
Proof. I f  A is irreducible, then we take u = 0 and v = 0. Otherwise we 
apply Proposition 2 as many times as necessary. We leave the details of the 
proof to the reader. • 
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The content of Theorem 2 is that in order to understand the sharpness 
question, it suffices to understand it for irreducible matrices A. Once again, 
it is not possible to assert hat the matrices P and Q are nonnegative. 
The irreducibility of A can be expressed in terms of the connectivity of 
the directed graph F A. It is equivalent to the statement that for any two 
distinct vertices j and k there is a directed path in F A from j to k. We refer 
the reader to the book of Minc [17] for details. At this point we return to the 
hub decomposition, which is also related to the structure of the directed 
graph F A. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let A be an n × n nonnegative matrix. Let N be a 
nonempty subset of{l ,  2 . . . . .  n}. Then ~/( A, N) > 0 if and only if there is a 
directed path from every vertex outside N which leads into N. 
Proof. Suppose first that 3~(A, N) > 0. Then according to the definition 
in Section 3, of 3~(A, N) we see that there exists ~ ~ MN, ~ such that 
a,~(j) > 0 for all j lying outside N. Let k be a vertex lying outside N. Then 
Me successive images of k under/z eventually lie in N. Let m be the least 
integer such that lzm(k) E N. Then we apply the statement aj~(j) > 0 for 
j = k,/z(k) . . . . .  ~m-l(k). This yields a directed path in F A from k to 
I~m(k) ~ N. 
Conversely, suppose that there is a directed path of F A from every vertex 
outside N which leads into N. For each vertex j let d(j)  be the minimal 
length of such a path. In particular, d(j)  = 0 for j ~ N. For j ~ N, define 
/z(j) to be any vertex k such that ajk > 0 and d(k) = d(j)  - 1. Such a 
vertex k must exist by definition of d(j). Choose an element or ~ S~, and 
def ine/z( j )  = o'( j)  in case j ~ N. It is now easy to see that /z ~ Mre '¢ and 
~( A, N) >>. 1-[ aj~,(j) > 0 
jC~ N 
as required. • 
From now on, we assume that B is a nonnegative irreducible s × s 
matrix with Perron root A 1 > 0, that 2 ~< r ~< s < 2 r, rank B ~< r, and that 
= r(, r _ 
holds for some A with A > A 1. The following proposition is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 8.1 and Proposition 8.3. 
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PROPOSITION 8.4. For every nonempty principal submatrix BN of B, one 
of the following holds: 
(1) h s (o r )=0wr~ S N. 
(2) N ~as exactly r elements, and ha~((r) = 0 for every permutation o~ 
of N which is not an r-cycle. 
In particular, since r >1 2, we have bjj = 0 for all j = 1, 2 . . . . .  s. 
We can now draw some conclusions about F s. We use the term directed 
elementary cycle to designate a directed closed path with distinct vertices. A 
directed circuit is a directed closed path whose vertices are not necessarily 
distinct. 
(1) The directed graph F B is strongly connected. That is, given any two 
distinct vertices of F s, there is a directed path in F s from the first to the 
second. 
(2) The only directed elementary cycles in F B have length r. 
(3) Every directed arc of F B lies on some directed elementary cycle of 
length r. 
(4) Every vertex of F B lies on some directed elementary cycle of length 
r .  
(5) No two directed elementary cycles of F B can be vertex disjoint. 
(6) If r vertices of F B form a directed elementary cycle of length r, then 
the only directed arcs between these vertices are the ones involved in the 
r-cycle. 
(7) If a directed circuit involves m directed arcs, then r divides m. 
(8) There is a mapping 
a :{1,2,3 . . . . .  s} ---~7/r 
of the vertices of Fn to the congruence classes modulo r with the property 
that if there is a directed arc from vertex j to vertex k, then a(k)  = a( j )  + 1, 
the addition being taken in 7/.  
Proof of Theorem 8.1. For every vertex j we denote by e I the vector 
that has 1 in the j th  place and zero everywhere else. For m ~ 7/r, we define 
E m to be the linear span of the vectors Bej as j runs over all vertices uch 
that a( j )  = m - 1. Clearly, every vector in E,~ is supported on the set of 
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vertices k satisfying a(k )= m. Since, the supports do not overlap, we 
conclude that 
E= ~)  E m 
rnEZ_ r 
is a direct sum. Since B has rank r, we see that dim E ~< r. On the other 
hand, dim E m >i 1 for all m ~ 7: r. The only way out is that dim E m = 1 for 
all m ~ 7/r. Letting now Ym be a nonnegative basis vector for Era, we see 
that for every vertex j there exists a strictly positive number/3j such that 
Be j  =/3j Y~Cj)+ 1" (8.6) 
We now define an s x r matrix S and an r x s matrix T by letting the 
mth row of T be the y,, for m ~ ~-r ,  and 
/3j if ct ( j )  = m, 
Sjm = 0 otherwise. 
Note that both S and T have nonnegative entries. We can rewrite (8.6) as 
On the other hand, 
B = SCrT .  
(TS)lm = ~., t l j~j,  
a( j )  = m 
which vanishes if I ~ m, since the vector Yz is supported by those vertices k 
with a(k )  = I. Hence TS is an r × r diagonal matrix, say 
diag(/xl,/zz . . . . .  /xs). It follows that 
= lH 
It is now routine to rescale the matrices S and T so that the conclusion of 
Theorem 8.1 holds. • 
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